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Mylyft premium open aspect platform 

lifts can be found in Britain’s finest 

buildings, architectural icons and A-list 

properties. 

A low profile Mylyft Autograph model with a 

1450mm x 1100mm platform with frameless 

glass gates and barriers and matt black bellows.  

The platform is finished in a black pearl tread 

plate.  This lift is installed at Selfridges, London. 



 

Insight and Inspiration 
We rise by lifting others 

Situated in one of London’s most exclusive 

addresses this Mylyft Autograph TB2000     

features a custom metallic champagne finish 

to complement the exterior of the property. 



This low profile lift is installed within a shallow 

pit directly above the crypt within this beautiful 

historical icon 



From Architect’s Concept Sketch to Completion 

Working in close liaison with the architect and 

client under very strict design guidelines this 

stunning Mylyft CUBE model was developed. A 

beautiful example of a lift that remains honest to 

the original architecture within a wonderful        

A-list property.   



Designed to complement the built environment 

and enhance disabled people’s lives. 

This through car configuration lift features black          

perforated square punched sheet steel gates and         

barriers to complement the exposed ironwork of the 

industrial style interior design of this Digital District 

office space 



Insight and Inspiration 
We rise by lifting others 

This Mylyft CUBE travels within a frameless glass 

enclosure and is fitted with a 70mm deep platform 

tray which accommodates hand-cut, Italian marble.   



Exceptionally discreet VIP access in this  five star resort & spa 



This lift is linked to the automatic full height upper level 

door and is connected to the building’s access control      

system. The complete unit is suspended over the lightwell 

in a 100mm deep tray mounted on I-beams below. 



Insight & Inspiration 
We rise by lifting others 

Cathedrals and churches are very important community 

hubs.  The introduction of a platform lift ensures everyone 

can enjoy the churches’ facilities.  This Mylyft Autograph 

TM1500 is inset with York stone. 



The Mylyft Heritage Collection is designed to        

complement the built environment. Spearhead   

finials and detailing can be produced to match     

existing balustrades.  

We rise by lifting others 



Insight and Inspiration 
We rise by lifting others 

Our through-floor lift with a 3M travel and 

frameless perimeter glass enclosure at the 

upper level.  The lift is designed not to distract 

from the immediate architecture. 



We rise by lifting others 
As featured in an extensive article in Elevator World Magazine.  

The Mylyft Heritage model is located at Sir Christopher Wren’s 

Chapter House at St. Paul’s Cathedral.  To ensure historical   

accuracy we cast the finials and spearheads from                       

Sir Christopher’s originals! 



The art of elevation 



The evolution of elevation 



Removable 
Gates and      
Barriers 

Insight and Inspiration 
We rise by lifting others 

This is one of six stadium compliant lifts installed at Old Trafford, home 

to Manchester United to increase their wheelchair capacity to 300 

spaces.  Each lift has removable aluminium barriers.  When the lifts are 

not in use they are lowered below the terraced seating. 



We rise by lifting others 

A glass dividing screen separates and protects the lift from 

the steps. The lift has a 100mm deep platform tray to   

accommodate a pour polished concrete finish. This Mylyft 

Autograph has controls integrated into the grab bar. 



From architect’s vision to completion. 

The original design intent sketch 

As part of a major refurbishment and conservation            

programme a new creative direction for this cathedral’s      

disability access was agreed.  A bold approach that would be 

honest to the building’s stunning architecture and would 

reflect the centuries of innovative architectural design. This 

brave and contemporary platform lift was chosen which    

includes a Lyfthaus bridging link.  We are thrilled with the 

results. 



Ecclesiastical and heritage property specialists, talk to the        

experts at Lyfthaus about your special platform lift requirements 



Beautiful in Bronze 

Metallic                            

Finishes Available      



Finished in a bronze metallic 

pearlescent powder coat with 

bronze buttons this Mylyft TBD2000 

complements the bronze fin screens 

in this reception area perfectly.  An 

upper level balcony style gate 

matches beautifully. 



Architects are our products’ principle specifiers.  

Keeping up with continually evolving architectural 

trends is essential. 

Insight and Inspiration 
We rise by lifting others 



All the materials including the fretwork design, 

steel angles and sections were specified by the   

architectural and interior design team for this    

“one-off” platform lift creation.  This  very special 

lift complements the interior styling perfectly. We rise by lifting others 



This platform lift was designed by the architect, 

Lyfthaus made it happen. 



TV personality  and Pointless presenter       
Alexander Armstrong at the grand unveiling. 

Located at the world famous Lit & Phil library 

in Newcastle this was one of the first public 

buildings in Britain to allow entry to women! 

The theme of allowing access for all has      

continued with the installation of a Mylyft        

Autograph TLD2000. The lift which is located 

in a very busy intersection is shielded by an 

etched glass screen.   



Designed to complement the built environment and 

enhance people’s lives. Style and practicality with 

high performance and bespoke adaptability. 



Insight and Inspiration 
We rise by lifting others 

This multi use space which includes offices, lecture halls, 

meeting rooms, restaurants and a bar uses this Mylyft     

Autograph platform lift to access the upper ground floor 

where the passenger lifts are located. 



Situated in the heart of London’s Square Mile this Heritage 

platform lift has spearhead finials and railings replicated 

from existing street side balustrades to ensure that the lift is 

as discreet as possible.  The platform is finished with      

matching York stone and the rear barriers and upper gate 

are in frameless glass.  The platform has sheet steel scissor 

protection and bi-parting gates 



Insight and Inspiration 
We rise by lifting others 

Lightwell basement platform 

lifts are a thriving market sector 

for Lyfthaus as property owners 

choose to make better use of 

this valuable space. To passing 

pedestrians these lifts are     

virtually invisible.  Street level 

balustrades are adapted to 

form interlocked gates.       

Flooring can match adjacent 

surfaces. 



Insight and Inspiration 
We rise by lifting others 

All Mylyft Collection platform lifts are designed for 

constant operation.  No matter how busy the traffic 

flow your Mylyft can handle it!  This lift is installed 

in a large office complex with many disabled       

employees and visitors. 



Exclusive premium platform lift news and reviews for 

architects, interior stylists and the lift industry 

Pioneers of platform lift couture 



Like all pioneers, the Lyfthaus founders’ approach 
to platform lift design had to be unique. To be different. 
They wanted Lyfthaus to stand out by standing for some-
thing different and for many years the company has done 
just that. Year after year, new platform lifts and refreshed 
designs have been introduced, each as  impressive as the 
last, keeping pace with continually evolving architectural 
trends. As time has progressed a company style has 
emerged and now the Mylyft Collection created by 
Lyfthaus of Cambridge is internationally recognised as 
the open aspect platform lift industry’s leader in stylish 
contemporary design, technical innovation and bespoke 
adaptability.  All proudly made near Cambridge, England.   

 BS6440/2011 and EN1570 compliant 

 Low profile, single, double and triple 

scissor mechanism lifts to heights of 3M 

 500Kg load capacity + 500Kg floor finish 

capacity (stone, slate, marble etc) 

 Platform sizes from 1400mm x 900mm 

upwards plus bespoke options 

 Frameless glass or bespoke gates and 

barriers 

 Stainless steel, bronze, copper, brass 

metallic pearlescent and all RAL code 

paint finishes 

 Bespoke platform configurations 

 In-house design service 

 Three year parts and labour warranty 

 Prestige marketplace specialists 

Lyfthaus Limited, Steeple Bumpstead, Cambridge, CB9 7BN.  Tel 01440 731111   lifts@lyfthaus.com   www.mylyft.com 

www.mylyft.com 
The Mylyft Collection by Lyfthaus 
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http://www.mylyft.com/lifts/platform-lifts/
http://www.mylyft.com/lifts/platform-lifts/

